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Travels in 

Hyperreality 

The Fortresses of Solitude 

Two very beautiful naked girls are crouched facing each other. 
They touch each other sensually, they kiss each other's breasts 
lightly, with the tip of the tongue. They are enclosed in a kind of 
cylinder of transparent plastic. Even someone who is not a profes
sional voyeur is tempted to circle the cylinder in order to see the 
girls from behind, in profile, from the other side. The next temp
tation is to approach the cylinder, which stands on a little column 
and is only a few inches in diameter, in order to look down from 
above: But the girls are no longer there. This was one of the many 
works displayed in New York by the School of Holography. 

Holography, the latest technical miracle of laser rays, was in
vented back in the '50's by Dennis Gabor; it achieves a full-color 
photographic representation that is more than three-dimensional. 
You look into a magic box and a miniature train or horse appears; 
as you shift your gaze you can see those parts of the object that 
you were prevented from glimpsing by the laws of perspective. If 
the box is circular you can see the object from all sides. If the 
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object was filmed, thanks to various devices, in motion, then it 
moves before your eyes, or else you move, and as yo~ change po
sition, you can see the girl wink or the fisher~an dral~ the ca~ of 
beer in his hand. It isn't cinema, but rather a kind of vIrtual object 
in three dimensions that exists even where you don't see it, and if 
you move you can see it there, too. .. . 

Holography isn't a toy: NASA has studIed It and employed It 
in space exploration. It is used in medicine to achieve realistic de
pictions of anatomical changes; it has applications in aerial cartog
raphy, and in many industries for the study of physical processes. 
But it is now being taken up by artists who formerly might have 
been photorealists, and it satisfies the most ambitious ambitions of 
photorealism. In San Francisco, at the door of the Museum of 
Witchcraft, the biggest hologram ever made is on display: of the 
Devil, with a very beautiful witch. 

Holography could prosper only in America, a country ob
sessed with realism, where, if a reconstmction is to be credible, it 
must be absolutely iconic, a perfect likeness, a "real" copy of the 
reality being represented. 

Cultivated Europeans and Europeanized Americans think of 
the United States as the home of the glass-and-steel skyscraper 
and of abstract expressionism. But the United States is also the 
home of Superman, the superhuman comic-strip hero who has been 
in existence since 1938. Every now and then Superman feels a 
need to be alone with his memories, and he flies off to an inacces
sible mountain range where, in the heart of the rock, protected by 
a huge steel door, is the Fortress of Solitude. 

Here Superman keeps his robots, completely faithful copies 
of himself, miracles of electronic technology, which from time to 
time he sends out into the world to fulfill a pardonable desire for 
ubiquity. And the robots are incredible, because their resemblance 
to reality is absolute; they are not mechanical men, all cogs and 
beeps, but perfect "copies" of human beings, with skin, voice, 
movements, and the ability to make decisions. For Superman the 
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fortress is a museum of memories: Everything that has happened 
in his adventurous life is recorded here in perfect copies or pre
served in a miniaturized form of the original. Thus he keeps the 
city of Kandor, a survival from the destmction of the planet Kryp
ton, under a glass bell of the sort familiar from your great-aunt's 
Victorian parlor. Here, on a reduced scale, are Kandor's buildings, 
highways, men, and women. Superman's scmpulousne:s in pre
serving all the mementoes of his past recalls those prIvate ~~
seums, or Wunderkammern, so frequent in German baroque ClVl

lization, which originated in the treasure chambers of medieval 
lords and perhaps, before that, with Roman and Hellenistic collec
tions. In those old collections a unicorn's horn would be found 
next to the copy of a Greek statue, and, later, among mechanical 
creches and wondrous automata, cocks of precious metal that sang, 
clocks with a procession of little figures that paraded at noon. But 
at first Supennan's fussiness seemed incredible because, we thought, 
in our day a Wunderkammer would no longer fascinate anybody. 
Postinformal art hadn't yet adopted practices such as Arman's 
crammed assemblage of watchcases arranged in a glass case, or 
Spoerri's fragments of everyday life (a dinner table after an untidy 
meal, an unmade bed), or the postconceptual exercises of an artist 
like Annette Messanger, who accumulates memories of her child
hood in neurotically archivistic notebooks which she exhibits as 
works of art. 

The most incredible thing was that, to record some past events, 
Superman reproduced them in the form of life-size wax statues, 
rather macabre, very Musee Grevin. Naturally the statues of the 
photorealists had not yet come on the scene, but even when they 
did it was normal to think of their creators as bizarre avant-garde 
artists, who had developed as a reaction to the civilization of the 
abstract or to the Pop aberration. To the reader of "Superman" it 
seemed that his museographical quirks had no real connection with 
American taste and mentality. 

And yet in America there are many Fortresses of Solitude, 
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with their wax statues, their automata, their collections of incon
sequential wonders. You have only to go beyond the Museum of 
Modern Art and the art galleries, and you enter another universe, 
the preserve of the average family, the tourist, the politician. 

The most amazing Fortress of Solitude was erected in Austin, 
Texas, by President Lyndon Johnson, during his own lifetime, as 
monument, pyramid, personal mausoleum. I'm not referring to the 
imrhense imperial-modem-style construction or to the forty
thousand red containers that hold all the documents of his politi
cal life, or to the half million documentary photographs, the por
traits, the voice of Mrs. Johnson narrating her late husband's life 
for visitors. No, I am referring to the mass of souvenirs of the 
Man's scholastic career, the honeymoon snapshots, the nonstop 
series of films that tell visitors of the presidential couple's foreign 
trips, and the wax statues that wear the wedding dresses of the 
daughters Luci and Lynda, the full-scale reproduction of the Oval 
Office, the red shoes of the ballerina Maria Tallchief, the pianist 
Van Cliburn's autograph on a piece of music, the plumed hat worn 
by Carol Channing in Hello, Dolly! (all mementoes justified by the 
fact that the artists in question performed at the White House), 
and the gifts proffered by envoys of various countries, an Indian 
feather headdress, testimonial panels in the form of ten-gallon hats, 
doilies embroidered with the American flag, a sword given by the 
king of Thailand, and the moon rock brought back by the astro
nauts. The Lyndon B. Johnson Library is a true Fortress of Soli
tude: a Wunderkammer, an ingenious example of narrative art, wax 
museum, cave of robots. And it suggests that there is a constant in 
the average American imagination and taste, for which the past 
must be preserved and celebrated in full-scale authentic copy; a 
philosophy of immortality as duplication. It dominates the relation 
with the self, with the past, not infrequently with the present, al
ways with History and, even, with the European tradition. 

Constructing a full-scale model of the Oval Office (using the 
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same materials, the same colors, but with everything obviously more 
polished, shinier, protected against deterioration) means that for 
historical information to be absorbed, it has to assume the aspect 
of a reincarnation. To speak of things that one wants to connote 
as real, these things must seem real. The "completely real" be
comes identified with the "completely fake." Absolute unreality is 
offered as real presence. The aim of the reconstructed Oval Office 
is to supply a "sign" that will then be forgotten as such: The sign 
aims to be the thing, to abolish the distinction of the reference, 
the mechanism of replacement. Not the image of the thing, but 
its plaster cast. Its double, in other words. 

Is this the taste of America? Certainly it is not the taste of 
Frank Lloyd Wright, of the Seagram Building, the skyscrapers of 
Mies van der Rohe. Nor is it the taste of the New York School, 
or of Jackson Pollock. It isn't even that of the photorealists, who 
produce a reality so real that it proclaims its artificiality from the 
rooftop'S. We must understand, however, from what depth of pop
ular sensibility and craftsmanship today's photorealists draw their 
inspiration and why they feel called upon to force this tendency 
to the point of exacerbation. There is, then, an America of furious 
hyperreality, which is not that of Pop art, of Mickey Mouse, or of 
Hollywood movies. There is another, more secret America (or 
rather, just as public, but snubbed by the European visitor and also 
by the American intellectual); and it creates somehow a network 
of references and influences that finally spread also to the products 
of high culture and the entertainment industry. It has to be dis
covered. 

And so we set out on a journey, holding on to the Ariadne
thread, an open-sesame that will allow us to identify the object of 
this pilgrimage no matter what form it may assume. We can iden
tify it through two typical slogans that pervade American advertis
ing. The first, widely used by Coca-Cola but also frequent as a 
hyperbolic formula in everyday speech, is "the real thing"; the 
second, found in print and heard on TV, is "more" - in the sense 
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of Hextra." The announcer doesn't say, for example, "The pro
gram will continue" but rather that there is "More to come." In 
America you don't say, "Give me another coffee"; you ask for 
"More coffee"; you don't say that cigarette A is longer than ciga
rette B, but that there's "more" of it, more than you're used to 
having, more than you might want, leaving a surplus to throw 
away- that's prosperity. 

This is the reason for this journey into hyperreality, in search 
of instances where the American imagination demands the real 
thing and, to attain it, must fabricate the absolute fake; where the 
boundaries between game and illusion are blurred, the art museum 
is contaminated by the freak show, and falsehood is enjoyed in a 
situation of "fullness," of horror vacui. 

. The first stop is the Museum of the City of New York, which 
relar the birth and growth of Peter Stuyvesant's metropolis, trdn 
the purc ."se of Manhattan by the Dutch from the Indian~.?f6r the 
famous tw~~-four dollars, down to our own time. ~p.(:(museum 
has been arran):ed with care, historical precision,!J,fsense of tem
poral distances (~~ch the East Coast can pert;}k;?while the West 
Coast, as we shall ~, is unable as yet to.Alchieve it), and with 
considerable didactic fl~\. Now there c~!y·be no doubt that one of 
the most effective and le~\ boring q~/aidactic mechanisms is the 
diorama, the reduced-scale ~.p!0.911ction, the model, the creche. 
And the museum is full of lit.5Ji':::~eches in glass cases, where the 
visiting children-and theya~e nuni'er~us-say, "Look, there's Wall 

•./ " 
Street," as an Italian c~i1d would say;"<'Look, there's Bethlehem 
and the ox and the a.~l1:"; But, primarily, ~diorama aims to estab
lish itself as a sugstltute for reality, as some),Qjng even more real. 
When it is fla~d by a document (a parchmeri~,pr an engraving), 
the little mp6~1 is undoubtedly more real even th~h\the engraving. 
Where~re is no engraving, there is beside the didr'\lTIa a color 
phorn;aph of the diorama that looks like a painting of th eriod, 
e~pt that (naturally) the diorama is more effective, more vivid 
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th,,~n the painting. In some cases, the period painting exists. At a 
cet\ain point a card tells us that a seventeenth-century portrait i 
Pet~\ Stuyvesant exists, and here a European museum with di9~c
tic ai~s would display a good color reproduction; but th~/New 
York ntvseum shows us a three-dimensional statue, whicJ;lrepro
duces Pe\r Stuyvesant as portrayed in the painting, ex<;¢pt that in 
the painti~, of course, Peter is seen only full-fac~>/or in half
profile, whekfas here he is complete, buttocks inch}ded. 

But the Ivuseum goes further (and it isn't tl}l"only one in the 
world that do~~ this; the best ethnological myr§eums observe the 
same criterion):\Jt reconstructs interiors ful.l"scale, like the John
son Oval Office. \~xcept that in other m~$~ums (for example, the 
splendid anthropott{gical museum in 1V1,.$liico City) the sometimes 
impressive reconstri1..ction of an AztSlt square (with merchants, 
warriors, and priests) \~ presented aJsl~uch; the archeological finds 
are displayed separatelY'~nd whenJhe ancient object is represented 
by a perfect replica the vf~itor i~/Clearly warned that he is seeing a 
reproduction. Now the M\s€7rt~ of the City of New York does 
not lack archeological preci~jo;~, and it distinguishes genuine pieces 
from reconstructed piece~lbut\.the distinction is indicated on ex
planatory panels beside/the case}~\while in the reconstruction, on 
the other hand, the odginal object 'a{1d the wax figurine mingle in 
a continuum that thi\risitor is not inVtt;,ed to decipher. This occurs 
partly because, nyt{ing a pedagogical d~~.sion we can hardly crit
icize, the desig.!J~rs want the visitor to fee'I\an atmosphere and to 
plunge into ~p(e past without becoming a ph~l(logist or archeolo
gist, and al~6 because the reconstructed datum ~s already tainted 
by this orginal sin of "the leveling of pasts," th~{usion of copy 
and or~inal. In this respect, the great exhibit th~\ reproduces 
com!fY~tely the 1906 drawing room of Mr. and Mr~;\ Harkness 
Fl~er is exemplary. It is immediately worth noting tha~rivate 
lv6me seventy years old is already archeology; and this ~~~~s a 
lot about the ravenous consumption of the present and about the 
constant "past-izing" process carried out by American civilization 
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me 1, glass. Then you step out into the sunshine of the Pacific 
beach, dazzles you, Coca-Cola invites you, the~ay awaits 
you with its . lanes, on the car radio Oliv1'lr,MCwton-John is 
singing Please, Mi J:,{ease; but you ha7{tCen touched by the 
thrill of artistic greatness·~. have jJ.ad"the most stirring spiritual 
emotion of your life and seet}. r~ artistic work of art in the 
world. It is far away, i'1.Mi1afi, which lace, like Florence, all 
Renaissance; yo rnever get there, but· voice has warned 
you that 'ginal fresco is by now ruined, invisible, 
unab give you the emotion you have received from t 

ensional wax, which is more real, and there is more of it. 

But when it comes to spiritual emotions nothing can equal 
what you will feel at the Palace of Living Arts in Buena Park, Los 
Angeles. It is next to the Movieland Wax Museum and is in the 
form of a Chinese pagoda. In front of the Movieland Museum 
there is a Rolls-Royce all of gold; in front of the Palace of Living 
Arts there is Michelangelo's David, in marble. Himself. Or almost. 
An authentic copy, in this case. And for that matter he won't come 
as a surprise, because in the course of our trip we have been lucky 
enough to see at least ten Davids, plus several Pietas and a com
plete set of Medici Tombs. The Palace of Living Arts is different, 
because it doesn't confine itself-except for some statues-to pre
senting reasonably faithful copies. The Palace reproduces in wax, 
in three dimensions, life-size and, obviously, in full color, the great 
masterpieces of painting of all time. Over there you see Leonardo, 
painting the portrait of a lady seated facing him: She is Mona Lisa, 
complete with chair, feet, and back. Leonardo has an easel beside 
him, and on the easel there is a two-dimensional copy of La Gio
conda: What else did you expect? Here is the Aristotle of Rem
brandt, contemplating the bust of Homer; and here is El Greco's 
Cardinal de Guevara, the Cardinal Richelieu of Philippe de Cam
paigne, the Salome of Guido Reni, the Grande Odalisque of Ingres, 
and the sweet Pinkie of Thomas Lawrence (she not only has a 
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third dimension, but a silk dress that stirs slightly in the bree~e 
from a concealed electric fan, for the figure, as everybody knows, 
stands against a landscape where storm clouds loom). 

Beside each statue there is the "original" painting; but here, 
too, it is not a photographic reproduction, but a very cheap oil 
copy, like a sidewalk artist's; and once again the copy seems more 
convincing than the model as the visitor is convinced that the Pal
ace itself replaces and improves on the National Gallery or the 
Prado. 

The Palace's philosophy is not, "We are giving you the re
production so that you will want the original," but rather, "We 
are giving you the reproduction so you will no longer feel any 
need for the originaL" But for the reproduction to be desired, the 
original has to be idolized, and hence the kitsch function of the 
inscriptions and the taped voices, which remind you of the great
ness of the art of the past. In the final room you are shown a 
Michelangelo Piera, a good copy this time, in marble, made (as 
you are duly informed) by a Florentine artisan, and, what's more, 
as the voice tells you, the pavement on which the statue stands is 
made from stones that came from the Holy Sepulcher in J erusa
lem (and hence there is more here than in St. Peter's, and it is 
more real). 

Since you have spent your five dollars and have a right not to 
be tricked, a photocopy next to the statue reproduces the docu
ment with which the management of the Church of the Holy Se
pulcher confirms that it has allowed the Palace to remove twenty 
stones (from where is not clear). In the emotion of the moment, 
with shafts of light cleaving the darkness to illuminate the details 
as they are described, the visitor doesn't have time to realize that 
the floor is composed of far more than twenty stones and that, 
moreover, the said stones are also supposed to make up a facsimile 
of the adjacent wall of Jerusalem, and therefore the authentic ar
cheological stones have been amply added to. But what matters is 
the certainty of the commercial value of the whole: the Pieta, as 
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you see it, cost a huge sum because they had to go specially to 
Italy to procure an authentic copy. For that matter, next to Gains
borough's Blue Boy there is the notice that the original is now in 
the Huntington Art Gallery of San Marino, California, which paid 
seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars for it. So it's art. But it 
is also life, because the didactic panel adds, quite pointlessly: "The 
Blue Boy's age remains a mystery." 

The acme of the Palace, however, is reached in two places. 
In one you see Van Gogh. This is not the reproduction of a spe
cific picture: Poor Vincent is sitting, with his electroshock look, 
on one of the chairs he painted elsewhere, against the background 
of a rumpled bed as he actually painted it, and with some little 
Van Goghs on the walls. But the striking thing is the face of the 
great lunatic: in wax, naturally, but meant to render faithfully the 
rapid, tormented brushstrokes of the artist, and thus the face seems 
devoured by some disgusting eczema, the beard is palpably moth
eaten, and the skin is flaking, with scurvy, herpes zoster, mycosis. 

The second sensational moment is provided by three statues 
reproduced in wax, and therefore more real because they are in 
color whereas the originals were in marble and hence all white 
and lifeless. They are a Dying Slave and a David of Michelangelo. 
The Dying Slave is a great hulk with an undershirt rolled up over 
his chest and a loincloth borrowed from a semi-nudist colony; the 
David is a rough type with black curls, slingshot, and a green leaf 
against his pink belly. The printed text informs us that the wax
work portrays the model as he must have been when Michelangelo 
copied him. Not far off is the Venus de .Milo, leaning on an Ionic 
column against the background of a wall with figures painted in 
red. I say "leaning," and in fact this polychrome unfortunate has 
arms. The legend explains: "Venus de Milo brought to life as she 
was in the days when she posed for the unknown Greek sculptor, 
in approximately 200 B,C." 

The Palace is inspired by Don Qui:xote (who is also present, 
even if he isn't a painting), who "represents the idealistic and re
alistic nature of man and, as such, is the chosen symbol of the 
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Palace." I imagine that with "idealistic" they are referring to the 
eternal value of art, and with "realistic" to the fact that here an 
ancestral desire can be satisfied: to peer beyond the picture's frame, 
to see the feet of the portrait bust. The Palace of Living Arts 
achieves with masterpieces of the past what the most highly de
veloped reproduction technique through laser beams-hologra
phy-does with original subjects. 

The only thing that amazes us is that in the perfect reproduc
tion of the Arnolfini double portrait by van Eyck, everything is 
three-dimensional except the one thing that the painting depicted 
with surprising illusory skill and that the Palace's artisans could 
have included without the slightest effort-namely, the convex 
mirror in the background that reflects the back of the painted scene, 
as if it were viewed through a wide-angle lens. Here, in the realm 
of three-dimensional wax, the mirror is painted. The only credible 
reasons are symbolic. Confronting an instance where Art played 
consciously \\-rith Illusion and admitted the vanity of images through 
the image of an image, the industry of, the Absolute Fake didn't 
dare venture to copy, because it would have come too close to the 
revelation of its own falsehood.'" 

Enchanted Castles 

W4uQ}ng down the curves of the Pacific coast between San Fran
cisco, TortilLa Flat, and Los Padres National Park, along",~res 
that recall Capri'an4~alfi, as the Pacific Highwayg~sdhds toward 
Santa Barbara, you see tnl'~"'€as£le ofWi11iamJ~arrtTolph Hearst rise, 
on the gentle Mediterraneanhitt"'~_~rf#Sirneon. The traveler's 
heart leaps, because this is th~~nadu of~itizen Kane, where Or
son Welles brought tgJife1l'is protagonist, e~}!_!llodeled on 
the great ne;v~aper$magnate, ancestor of the unfornina:tiS~,~~ 
biQP,es~icia. 
"''Having reached the peak of wealth and power, Hearst built 

*The Palace of Living Arts closed in 1982.-ED. 
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even "try to say who the others are (but Mrs. Bond is the composer 
of "I '1\~ve You Truly"). If it hadn't been for Westminster Abbey, 
many cheracters we consider historic today would have remained 
insignifid,t barons: In the construction of Immortal Famepou 
need first oK 11 a cosmic shamelessness. / 

Very we Before revealing to the dewy eyes of the ,ndience 
the stained-gla reproduction of the Last Supper, the Voice tells 
us what happene to Mr. Eaton when he went to ~£nta Maria 
delle Grazie and r lized that the joint action of tin;t~ and human 
wickedness (it was b pre the Second World War)/\vould one day 
destroy Leonardo's niusterpiece. Gripped by ~/sacred fever of 
preservation, Mr. Eato 

\ 
contacts Signora R¥a 

' 

Caselli-Moretti, 
descended of an ancient ily of Perugian :;twsans, and commis
sions her to make a glass rep{oduction of ¥~onardo's masterpiece. 
Not the way it looks now in ~~nta Maria/delle Grazie, but the way 
we suppose it must have 10 when' Leonardo painted it, or 

I 

rather- better- the way Leonar 0 ?light to have painted it if he 
had been less shiftless, spending tee years and never managing 
to complete the picture. At this 1)6i the curtain rises. And I must 
say that, compared with the 'Y4X rep uctions scattered all over 
California, this work by SigIJ..6'ra Caselli~oretti is a piece of hon
est craftsmanship and would not look out>Vf place in a nineteenth
century European churSl1: The artist also' ad the good sense to 
leave the face of Ch~iSt vague, sharing Le ardo's own fear in 
dealing with the icqri of the Divine; and, fr behind the glass, 
the cemetery man,a~ement shines various ligh that render every 
nuance of the s}lh (dawn, noon, dusk) in such ay as to dem
onstrate the g{~bility of the face of Jesus in th play of atmo
spheric vari~lions. 

All t!:ls machinery to reproduce the Past at Fo st Lawn is 
exploite! for profit. But the ideology proclaimed by est Lawn 
is the Aisame as that of the Getty Museum, which charg no ad
~i;70n. It is the ideology of preservation, in the New rld, of 
ilil;;easures that the folly and negligence of the Old World are 
causing to disappear into the void. Naturally this ideology con-
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c~ls something-the desire for profit, in the case of the cemetery; 
an' . n the case of Getty, the fact that it is the entrepreneurial 
colon, tion by the New World (of which J. Paul Getty's oil 7Ji1
pire is rt) that makes the Old World's condition critic~iJust 
like the C ,odile tears of the Roman patrician who reproduced 
the grandeur of the very Greece that his country had)fumiliated 
and reduced to colony. And so the Last Beach ideo16gy develops 
its thirst for pr ation of art from an imperi~Ifstic efficiency, 
but at the same tim it is the bad conscience9Ythis imperialistic 
efficiency, just as cuI al anthropology ist~e bad conscience of 
the white man who thu ays his debt to i~e destroyed primitive 
cultures. /

/.
But, having said this, we ust in "fairness employ this Ameri

can reality as a critical reagent r/.4~ examination of conscience 
regarding European taste. Can, sure that the European tour
ist's pilgrimage to the Pieta of)?f. Pe r's is less fetishistic than the 
American tourist's pilgrim~ to the . t:i of Forest Lawn (here 
more accessible, tangible,tlt close range Actually, in these mu
seums the idea of the "piiIltiple" is perfecte The Goethe Institut 
recently remade in jtologne Man Ray's spi ? flatiron and his 
metronome with a;( eye; and since Duchamp's . cycle wheel sur
vives only in a p)fotograph, they reconstructed an ntical one. In 
fact, once the/fetishistic desire for the original is tten, these 
copies are plrfect. And at this point isn't the enemy 0 he rights 
of art th~+~ngraver who defaces the plate to keep lo"\\(. th umber 
of printi? \\ 

;this is not an attempt to absolve the shrines of the\Fake ut 
." II the European sanctuaries of the Genuine to assume their 
are of guilt. 

City of Robots 

In Europe, when people wants to be amused, they go to a "house" 
of amusement (whether a cinema, theater, or casino); sometimes a 
"park" is created, which may seem a "city," but only metaphori
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cally. In the United States, on the contrary, as everyone knows, 
there exist amusement cities. Las Vegas is one example; it is fo
cused on gambling and entertainment, architecture is totally 
artificial, and it has been studied by Robert Venturi as a com
pletely new phenomenon in city planning, a "messa~e" city, 
entirely made up of signs, not a city like the others, whIch com
municate in order to function, but rather a city that functions in 
order to communicate. But Las Vegas is still a "real" city, and in 
a recent essay on Las Vegas, Giovanni Brino showed how, though 
born as a place for gambling, it is gradually being transformed into 
a residential city, a place of business, industry, conventions. The 
theme of our trip-on the contrary-is the Absolute Fake; and 
therefore we are interested only in absolutely fake cities. Disney
land (California) and Disney vVorld (Florida) are obviously the 
chief examples, but if they existed alone they would represent a 
negligible exception. The fact is that the United. S~ates is. fil~ed 
with cities that imitate a city, just as wax museums lmItate paIntmg 
and the Venetian palazzos or Pompeiian villas imitate architecture. 
In particular there are the "ghost towns," the Western cities of a 
century and more ago. Some are reasonably authentic, and the 
restoration or preservation has been carried out on an extant, "ar
cheological" urban complex; but more interesting are those born 
from nothing, out of pure imitative determination. They are "the 
real thing." 

There is an embarrassment of riches to choose from: You can 
have fragments of cities, as at Stone Mountain near Atlanta, where 
you take a trip on a nineteenth-century train, witness an Indian 
raid, and see sheriffs at work, against the background of a fake 
lVlount Rushmore. The Six Guns Territory, in Silver Springs, also 
has train and sheriffs, a shoot-out in the streets and French can
can in the saloon. There is a series of ranchos and Mexican mis
sions in Arizona; Tombstone with its OK Corral, Old Tucson, 
Legend City near Phoenix. There is the Old South Bar-b-Q Ranch 
at Clewison, Florida, and so on. If you venture beyond the myth 
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of the West, you have cities like the Magic Mountain in Valencia, 
California, or Santa Claus Village, Polynesian gardens, pirate is
lands, Astroworlds like the one in Kirby, Texas, and the "wild" 
territories of the various Marinelands, as well as ecological cities, 
which we ,"rill discuss elsewhere. 

There are also the ship imitations. In Florida, for example, 
between Tampa and St. Petersburg, you can board the Bounty, 
anchored at the edge of a Tahitian village, faithfully reconstructed 
according to the drawings preserved by the Royal Society in Lon
don, but with an eye also on the old film with Charles Laughton 
and Clark Gable. Many of the nautical instruments are of the pe
riod, some of the sailors are waxworks, one officer's shoes are those 
worn by the actor who played the part, the historical information 
on the various panels is credible, the voices that pervade the at
mosphere come from the sound track of the movie. But we'll stick 
to the Western myth and take as a sample city the Knott's Berry 
Farm of Buena Park, Los Angeles. 

Here the whole trick seems to be exposed; the surrounding 
city context and the iron fencing (as well as the admission ticket) 
warn us that we are entering not a real city but a toy city. But as 
we begin walking down the first streets, the studied illusion takes 
over. First of all, there is the realism of the reconstruction: the 
dusty stables, the sagging shops, the offices of the sheriff and the 
telegraph agent, the jail, the saloon are life size and executed with 
absolute fidelity; the old carriages are covered with dust, the Chinese 
laundry is dimly lit, all the buildings are more or less practical, 
and the shops are open, because Berry Farm, like Disneyland, blends 
the reality of trade with the play of fiction. And if the dry-goods 
store is fake nineteenth-century and the shopgirl is dressed like a 
John Ford heroine, the candies, the peanuts, the pseudo-Indian 
handicrafts are real and are sold for real dollars, just as the soft 
drinks, advertised with antique posters, are real, and the customer 
finds himself participating in the fantasy because of his own au
thenticity as a consumer; in other words, he is in the role of the 
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cowboy or the gold-prospector who comes into town to be fleeced 
of all he has accumulated while out in the wilds. 

Furthermore the levels of illusion are numerous, and this in
creases the hallucination-that is to say, the Chinese in the laun
dry or the prisoner in the jail are wax dummies, who exist, in 
realistic attitudes, in settings that are equally realistic, though you 
can't actually enter them; but you don't realize that the room in 
question is a glass display case, because it looks as if you could, if 
you chose, open the door or climb through the window; and then 
the next room, say, which is both the general store and the justice 
of the peace's office, looks like a display case but is actually prac
tical, and the justice of the peace, with his black alpaca jacket and 
his pistols at his hips, is an actual person who sells you his mer
chandise. It should be added that extras walk about the streets and 
periodically stage a furious gun battle, and when you realize that 
the average American visitor is wearing blue jeans not very differ
ent from the cowboys', many of the visitors become confused with 
the extras, increasing the theatricality of the whole. For example, 
the village school, reconstructed with hyperrealistic detail, has be
hind the desk a schoolmarm wearing a bonnet and an ample checked 
skirt, but the children on the benches are little passing visitors, 
and I heard one tourist ask his wife if the children were real or 
"fake" (and you could sense his psychological readiness to con
sider them, at will, extras, dummies, or moving robots of the sort 
we will see in Disneyland). 

Apparently ghost towns involve a different approach from that 
of wax museums or museums for copies of works of art. In the 
first nobody expects the wax Napoleon to be taken for real, but 
the hallucination serves to level the various historical periods and 
erase the distinction between historical reality and fantasy; in the 
case of the works of art what is culturally, if not psychologically, 
hallucinatory is the confusion between copy and original, and the 
fetishization of art as a sequence of famous subjects. In the ghost 
town, on the contrary, since the theatricality is explicit, the hallu-
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cination operates in making the visitors take part in the scene and 
thus become participant') in that commercial fair that is apparently 
an element of the fiction but in fact represents the substantial aim 
of the whole imitative machine. 

In an excellent essay on Disneyland as "degenerate utopia" 
("a degenerate utopia is an ideology realized in the form of myth"), 
Louis .Marin analyzed the structure of that nineteenth-century 
frontier city street that receives entering visitors and distributes 
them through the various sectors of the magic city. Disneyland's 
Main Street seems the first scene of the fiction whereas it is an 
extremely shrewd commercial reality. Main Street-like the whole 
city, for that matter- is presented as at once absolutely realistic 
and absolutely fantastic, and this is the advantage (in terms of ar
tistic conception) of Disneyland over the other toy cities. The houses 
of Disneyland are full-size on the ground floor, and on a two
thirds scale on the floor above, so they give the impression of 
being inhabitable (and they are) but also of belonging to a fantas
tic past that we can grasp with our imagination. The Main Street 
fa~ades are presented to us as toy houses and invite us to enter 
them, but their interior is always a disguised supermarket, where 
you buy obsessively, believing that you are still playing. 

In this sense Disneyland is more hyperrealistic than the wax 
museum, precisely because the latter still tries to make us believe 
that what we are seeing reproduces reality absolutely, whereas 
Disneyland makes it clear that within its magic enclosure it is fan
tasy that is absolutely reproduced. The Palace of Living Arts pre
sents its Venus de Milo as almost real, whereas Disneyland can 
permit itself to present its reconstructions as masterpieces of fal
sification, for what it sells is, indeed, goods, but genuine merchan
dise, not reproductions. What is falsified is our will to buy, which 
we take as real, and in this sense Disneyland is really the 'quintes
sence of consumer ideology. 

But once the Htotal fake" is admitted, in order to be enjoyed 
it must seem totally real. So the Polynesian restaurant will have, 
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in addition to a fairly authentic menu, Tahitian waitresses in cos
tume1 appropriate vegetation, rock walls with little cascades, and 
once you are inside nothing must lead you to suspect that outside 
there is anything but Polynesia. If, between two trees, there ap
pears a stretch of river that belongs to another sector, Adventure
land, then that section of stream is so designed that it would not 
be unrealistic to see in Tahiti, beyond the garden hedge, a river 
like this. And if in the wax museums wax is not flesh, in Disney
land, when rocks are involved, they are rock, and water is water, 
and a baobab a baobab. When there is a fake-hippopotamus, di
nosaur, sea serpent- it is not so much because it wouldn't be pos
sible to have the real equivalent but because the public is meant 
to admire the perfection of the fake and its obedience to the pro
gram. In this sense Disneyland not only produces illusion, but
in confessing it-stimulates the desire for it: A real crocodile can 
be found in the zoo, and as a rule it is dozing or hiding, but Dis
neyland tells us that faked nature corresponds much more to our 
daydream demands. \iVhen, in the space of twenty-four hours, you 
go (as I did deliberately) from the fake New Orleans of Disney
land to the real one, and from the wild river of Adventureland to 
a trip on the Nlississippi, where the captain of the paddle-wheel 
steamer says it is possible to see alligators on the banks of the 
river, and then you don't see any, you risk feeling homesick for 
Disneyland, where the wild animals don't have to be coaxed. Dis
neyland tells us that technology can give us more reality than na
ture can. 

In this sense I believe the most typical phenomenon of this 
universe is not the more famous Fantasyland an amusing carou
sel of fantastic journeys that take the visitor into the world of Pe
ter Pan or Snow White, a wondrous machine whose fascination 
and lucid legitimacy it would be foolish to deny- but the Carib
bean Pirates and the Haunted Mansion. The pirate show lasts a 
quarter of an hour (but you lose any sense of time, it could be ten 
minutes or thirty); you enter a series of caves, carried in boats over 
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the surface of the water, you see first abandoned treasures, a cap
tain's skeleton in a sumptuous bed of moldy brocade, pendent 
cobwebs, bodies of executed men devoured by ravens, while the 
skeleton addresses menacing admonitions to you. Then you navi
gate an inlet, passing through the crossfire of a galleon and the 
cannon of a fort, while the chief corsair shouts taunting challenges 
at the beleaguered garrison; then, as if along a river, you go by an 
invaded city which is being sacked, with the rape of the women, 
theft of jewels, torture of the mayor; the city burns like a match, 
drunken pirates sprawled on piles of kegs sing obscene songs; some, 
completely out of their heads, shoot at the visitors; the scene de
generates, everything collapses in flames, slowly the last songs die 
away, you emerge into the sunlight. Everything you have seen was 
on human scale, the vault of the caves became confused with that 
of the sky, the boundary of this underground world was that of 
the universe and it was impossible to glimpse its limits. The pi
rates moved, danced, slept, popped their eyes, sniggered, drank
really. You realize that they are robots, but you remain 
dumbfounded by their verisimilitude. And, in fact, the "Audio
Animatronic" technique represented a great source of pride for 
Walt Disney, who had finally managed to achieve his own dream 
and reconstruct a fantasy world more real than reali ty, breaking 
down the wall of the second dimension, creating not a movie, which 
is illusion, but total theater, and not with anthropomorphized 
animals, but with human beings. In fact, Disney's robots are mas
terpieces of electronics; each was devised by observing the expr~s
sions of a real actor, then building models, then deve10pmg 
skeletons of absolute precision, authentic computers in human 
form, to be dressed in "flesh" and "skin" made by craftsmen, whose 
command of realism is incredible. Each robot obeys a program, 
can synchronize the movements of mouth and eyes with the words 
and sounds of the audio, repeating ad infinitum all day long his 
established part (a sentence, one or two gestures) and the visitor, 
caught off guard by the succession of events, obliged to see several 
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things at once, to left and right and straight ahead, has no time to 
look back and observe that the robot he has just seen is already 
repeating his eternal scenario. 

The "Audio-Animatronic" technique is used in many other 
parts of Disneyland and also enlivens a review of presidents of the 
United States, but in the pirates' cave, more than anywhere else, 
it demonstrates all its miraculous efficacy. Humans could do no 
better, and would cost more, but the important thing is precisely 
the fact that these are not humans and we know they're not. The 
pleasure of imitation, as the ancients knew, is one of the most 
innate in the human spirit; but here we not only enjoy a perfect 
imitation, we also enjoy the conviction that imitation has reached 
its apex and afterwards reality will always be inferior to it. 

Similar criteria underlie the journey through the cellars of the 
Haunted Mansion, which looks at first like a rundown country 
house, somewhere between Edgar Allan Poe and the cartoons of 
Charles Addams; but inside, it conceals the most complete array 
of witchcraft surprises that anyone could desire. You pass through 
an abandoned graveyard, where skeletal hands raise gravestones 
from below, you cross a hill enlivened by a witches' sabbath com
plete with spirits and beldams; then you move through a room 
with a table all laid and a group of transparent ghosts in nine
teenth-century costume dancing while diaphanous guests, occa
sionally vanishing into thin air, enjoy the banquet of a barbaric 
sovereign. You are grazed by cobwebs, reflected in crystals on whose 
surface a greenish figure appears, behind your back; you encounter 
moving candelabra. . • . In no instance are these the cheap tricks 
of some tunnel of love; the involvement (always tempered by the 
humor of the inventions) is total. As in certain horror films, de
tachment is impossible; you are not witnessing another's horror, 
you are inside the horror through complete synesthesia; and if 
there is an earthquake the movie theater must also tremble. 

I would say that these two attractions sum up the Disneyland 
philosophy more than the equally perfect models of the pirate ship, 
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the river boat, and the sailing ship Columbia, all obviously in work
ing order, And more than the Future section, with the science
fiction emotions it arouses (such as a flight to Mars experienced 
from inside a spacecraft, with all the effects of deceleration, loss 
of gravity, dizzying movement away from the earth, and so on), 
More than the models of rockets and atomic submarines, which 
prompted Marin to observe that whereas the fake Western cities, 
the fake New Orleans, the fake jungle provide life-size duplicates 
of organic but historical or fantastic events, these are reduced
scale models of mechanical realities of today, and so, where some
thing is incredible, the full-scale model prevails, and where it is 
credible, the reduction serves to make it attractive to the imagi
nation. The Pirates and the Ghosts sum up all Disneyland, at least 
from the point of view of our trip, because they transform the 
whole city into an immense robot, the final realization of the dreams 
of the eighteenth-century mechanics who gave life to the Writer 
of Neuchatel and the Chess-playing Turk of Baron von Kempe
len. 

Disneyland's precision and coherence are to some extent dis
turbed by the ambitions of Disney World in Florida. Built later, 
Disney World is a hundred fifty times larger than Disneyland, and 
proudly presents itself not as a toy city but as the model of an 
urban agglomerate of the future. The structures that make up Cal
ifornia's Disneyland form here only a marginal part of an immense 
complex of construction covering an area twice the size of Man
hattan. The great monorail that takes you from the entrance to 
the Magic Kingdom (the Disneyland part proper) passes artificial 
bays and lagoons, a Swiss village, a Polynesian village, golf courses 
and tennis courts, an immense hotel: an area dedicated, in other 
words, to organized vacationing. So you reach the Magic King
dom, your eyes already dazzled by so much science fiction that the 
sight of the high medieval castle (far more Gothic than Disney
land: a Strasbourg Cathedral, let's say, compared to a San Min
iato) no longer stirs the imagination. Tomorrow, with its violence, 
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has made. the color~ fade from the stories of Yesterday. In this 
respect DIsneyland IS much shrewder; it must be visited without 
anything to remind us of the future surrounding it. Marin has 
observed that, to enter it, the essential condition is to abandon 
your car. in an endless parking lot and reach the boundary of the 
d:eam CIty by spec~al li~le trains. And for a Californian, leaving 
hIS car means leavmg his own humanity, consigning himself to 
another power, abandoning his own will. 

An allegory of the consumer society, a place of absolute icon
ism, Disneyland is also a place of total passivity. Its visitors must 
agree to behave like its robots. Access to each attraction is regu
~a:e? ?y a maze of metal railings which discourages any individual 
I~ItiatiVe. Th~ number of visitors obviously sets the pace of the 
line; the officIals of the dream, properly dressed in the uniforms 
suited to each specific attraction, not only admit the visitor to the 
tI:reshold of the"chosen ~ector, but, in successive phases, regulate 
his. every move ( Now walt here please, go up now, sit down please
WaI~ before standing up," always in a polite tone, impersonal, im~ 
perlOus, over the microphone). If the visitor pays this price, he can 
have not only "the real thing" but the abundance of the recon
struc:~d truth. Like the Hearst Castle, Disneyland also has no 
trausluonal space,s; there is always something to see, the great voids 
of modern archItecture and city planning are unknown here. If 
America is the country of the Guggenheim Museum or the new 
skyscraper~ of ~anhattan, then Disneyland is a curious exception 
and ~ef1c~n ~ntellectuals are quite right to refuse to go there. 
B~t If Amen,ca ,IS w~a~ we have seen in the course of our trip, then 
DIsneyland IS Its SIStine Chapel, and the hyperrealists of the art 
galleries are only the timid voyeurs of an immense and continuous 
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'. . a and Florida are rich in marine cities and artificial junglls 
wh~ you can see free-ranging animals, trained dolphins, biy
cling ~'}).,arrots, otters that drink martinis with an olive ang/take 
shower~\\elephants and camels that carry small visitors 9b their 
backs am~g the palm trees. The theme of hyperrealisplc repro
duction invol,yes not only Art and History, but also N~fure. 

The ZOO;\~o begin with. In San Diego each en9losure is the 
reconstruction, ~\n a vast scale, of an original env}fonment. The 
dominant theme &{' the San Diego zoo is the prsiervation of en
dangered species, a~d from this standpoint it is/~ superb achieve
ment. The visitor ha~\fo walk for hours and hQ6rs so that bison or 
birds can always move\p a space created to ,their measure. Of all 
existing zoos, this is unq~estionably the 09~ where the animal is 
most respected. But it is trot clear whet'lJr this respect is meant 
to convince the animal or th~human. 1;ie human being adapts to 
any sacrifice, even to not seein)..\the aql~als, if he knows that they 
are alive and in an authentic en~rotiment. This is the case with 
the extremely rare Australian koal~><ihe zoo's symbol, who can live 
only in a wood entirely of eucjlyp~s, and so here he has his 
e~~alyptus wood, where he happily h~es amid the foliage as the 
VISItors seek desperately to <:,¢ch a glirrrgse of him through their 
binoculars. The invisible Is6ala suggests ~ freedom that is easily 
granted to big animals, more visible and more conditioned. Since 
the temperature arounsY'him is artificially' t below zero, the 
polar bear gives the,{ime impression of free ; and since the 
rocks are dark andihe water in which he is it ersed is rather 
dirty, the fearson;lgrizzly also seems to feel at h~\ease. But ease 
can be demons¢ated only through sociability and s~ the grizzly, 
whose name i~lthester, waits for the microbus to come'y at three
minute intevCals and for the girl attendant to shout for hester to 
say hello loI the people. Then Chester stands up, waves . hand 
(whichZs a terrifying huge paw) to say hi. The girl thro 
coo~and we're off again, while Chester waits for the next s. 
// This docility arouses some suspicions. Where does the truth 

,({f ecology lie? We could say that the suspicions are unfair, be
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